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Hisense C1TUK data projector 1600 ANSI lumens 2160p
(3840x2160) Silver

Brand : Hisense Product code: C1TUK

Product name : C1TUK

Hisense C1 4K UHD Triple Color RGB Laser Portable Smart Projector, up to 300",VIDAA , Dolby Vision
HDR10, 110% BT.2020, 20w JBL Sound, Netflix, Auto Keystone Correction,

Hisense C1TUK data projector 1600 ANSI lumens 2160p (3840x2160) Silver:

Introducing the new C1 Smart Projector from Hisense, a new addition to the Laser Projector portfolio.
The C1 projector's impressive color space of 110% BT.2020 is a testament to its remarkable TriChroma
laser engine that surpasses industry standards. With the Digital Lens Focus feature, the image is always
crisp and clear, regardless of size, ranging from 65-inch to a massive 300-inch. Thanks to its Auto Magic
AI adjustment, setup is a breeze, leaving you with more time to fully immerse yourself in the viewing
experience. To top it off, the C1 is certified by Dolby Vision and Dolby Atmos, powered by JBL Audio
Solution, providing an immersive viewing experience that maximizes its potential for entertainment.

Projector

Screen size compatibility * 1651 - 7620 mm (65 - 300")
Projection distance 1.73 - 7.97 m
Projector brightness * 1600 ANSI lumens
Projector native resolution * 2160p (3840x2160)
Native aspect ratio * 16:9
Keystone correction, horizontal 45°
Keystone correction, vertical 45°

Light source

Light source type * Laser
Service life of light source * 25000 h

Lens system

Throw ratio 1.2

Ports & interfaces

USB 2.0 ports quantity * 1
USB 3.2 Gen 1 (3.1 Gen 1) Type-A
ports quantity 1

PC Audio in
PC Audio out
HDMI ports quantity * 2
Audio Return Channel (ARC)

Network

Ethernet LAN *
Wi-Fi *
Bluetooth

Features

Screen mirroring
Noise level * 26 dB
Country of origin China

Features

High Dynamic Range (HDR)
supported
High Dynamic Range (HDR)
technology

Dolby Vision, High Dynamic Range
10 (HDR10)

Video apps
All 4, Amazon Prime Video, Apple
TV, BBC iPlayer, DAZN, Disney+, ITV
X, NOW TV, Rakuten TV, YouTube

Operating system installed VIDAA U

Multimedia

RMS rated power 180 W
Number of built-in speakers 2
TV tuner integrated
Audio decoders Dolby Atmos

Design

Product colour * Silver

Display

Built-in display *
Display resolution 3840 x 2160 pixels

Power

Power consumption (typical) * 180 W
Power consumption (standby) * 0.5 W

Weight & dimensions

Width 245 mm
Depth 179 mm
Height 216 mm
Package width 391 mm
Package depth 350 mm
Package height 359 mm
Package weight 8 kg

Packaging content

Remote control included *
Cables included AC

Logistics data

Export Control Classification
Number (ECCN) 90085030
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